FRANK D’RONE: DOUBLE EXPOSURE
Frank D’Rone is that rare musical talent who can
connect with audiences at every turn. From the
highest of highs to life’s unavoidable lows, Chicago
based Frank D’Rone conveys the wisdom of a man
who’s been there.
Double Exposure captures both sides of this much
heralded musical treasure. This is Frank D’Rone
with a swinging big band, lead by Phil Kelly...and
alternately with just his guitar.
As a vocalist, and as a top-notch guitarist, Frank
continues to wow long time fans and attract new
admirers.
DOUBLE EXPOSURE, on Whaling City Sound, is available from
Amazon.com and wherever great music is sold.

Speaking of fans and admirers...

"He has never sung a bad song and when you listen to
D'Rone you’re listening to the real thing. " - Tony Bennett.
"There's nothing I can praise about D'Rone's singing and playing
that doesn't, in some way, sell him short. This CD is a masterful
display of his capabilities, and more."
- Tommy LiPuma, Renowned Producer
“One of the few singers who can change the mood of a room
from song to song by moving from one emotion to another
naturally. He holds an audience.” - Nat King Cole
“One of the many things I’ve always looked forward to
when playing (in Chicago) is inviting Frank on-stage to
sing a few songs. The guy’s amazing!”
- Oscar Peterson, interviewed by WGN Radio’s
Mike Rapchak, October 20, 1991

DOUBLE EXPOSURE—THE TRACKS:
When The Sun Comes Out  Make Someone Happy  Pure Imagination  Just Imagine
Pick Yourself Up  The Very Thought Of You  The One I Love Belongs To Somebody Else
Dancing On The Ceiling  Speak Low  Crazy Moon  Lover Come Back To Me
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